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directed across the Atlantic, where the great American
Civil War broke out. The sympathies of the Ministers
were mainly with the revolted Southern States, partly
because the Southern States had never been so per-
sistently hostile to Britain as the Northern, partly be-
cause the cause of the South seemed to be the cause of
freedom, and pardy because the Southern States were
the great source from which came the cotton to supply
the mills of Lancashire. Several of the Ministers—in
particular, Gladstone—made some highly injudicious
and compromising remarks concerning the Yankees.
On more than one occasion, moreover, indefensible acts
on both the British and the American side caused a
friction that all but led to British participation in the
war. But, happily, largely through the pacific influence
of the Queen and the Prince Consort—who lamentably
died on December 14, 1861—actual hostilities were
avoided.
In 1863 the Poles rose in revolt against the Russians.
The sympathies of Britain—like those of France and
Austria—were strongly on the Polish side, and, accord-
ingly, Russell drafted a long despatch to the Court of
the Tsar, in which the case for the Poles was stated
with unanswerable logic. The Tsar, however, realised
that behind this verbiage there was no intention on the
part of Britain to intervene on behalf of the Poles. He
therefore gave vent to his natural irritation at this
officious interference by an outsider in what he called
a purely domestic concern of his own, and he read
Russell a lesson in international manners that was most
painful reading, both for Russell himself and for his
ministerial chief.
A still deeper humiliation was inflicted on the two
old gentlemen the following year, when Austria and
Prussia pounced upon Denmark and took Schleswig-
Holstein from her. The Danish Princess, Alexandra,
had recently married Albert Edward, Prince of Wales
(March 10, 1863), and British public opinion was

